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ABSTRACT

In the Philippines, skepticism about private sector participation in urban water provision became increasingly pronounced as missed service targets and regulatory battles plagued governmental relations with the two companies (Manila Water and Maynilad) granted concessions for water provision in the capital, Manila. A comparative study of these two public-private partnerships (PPPs) reveals the challenges of reconciling bureaucratic and organizational dynamics with public suspicion of the private sector. This study draws on interviews and observations with corporate and government officials, academics, journalists, non-governmental organizations and civil society members in the Philippines, almost a decade after the initial privatization.

This paper furthers our understanding of the outcomes in Manila—and PPPs more generally—by addressing the tension between credible commitment in contractual arrangements and flexibility for responding to economic and environmental shocks. It argues that adversarial interactions between the private corporations and regulators hindered the collaborative negotiations needed to respond to the currency crisis. Fear of public backlash against price increases and contract adjustments prevented the government and companies from engaging in meaningful joint problem solving.

The differential outcomes of the companies illustrate the relevance of specific contractual arrangements and leadership in determining the impact of unforeseen shocks. However, the problems experienced by both companies indicates the need—if the private sector is to equitably and efficiently provide public goods—to redesign PPPs to increase transparency and to develop true partnerships.
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Introduction

The rush for public-private partnerships (PPPs) for urban water provision in the 1990s slowed to a trickle by the mid-2000s, as highly publicized examples of contract failures and lawsuits hit the media. In the Philippines, enthusiasm for private sector involvement turned into skepticism as missed service targets, rate hikes and regulatory battles plagued relations with the two companies granted concessions in 1997 for water provision in the capital, Manila. The case of water provision in Manila is at times described as one of mixed success: Maynilad’s legal battles with the government culminated in the termination of its contract, while Manila Water was able to resolve its conflicts and continue operations. By comparing these two public-private partnerships, we gain insight into the challenges of reconciling public suspicion of government capture by the private sector with the need for flexibility in renegotiations to respond to unforeseen shocks.

The Asian financial crisis, hitting just months after the contracts for private water provision were signed, and compounded by El Niño-related drought, created significant obstacles for Maynilad in the west and Manila Water in the east. Although Manila Water (unlike Maynilad) weathered the storm of the financial crisis and regulatory conflict, the company still experienced a rocky path to its present stability—and receives mixed assessments of its success in meeting service targets. The experiences in Manila provide insight into challenges facing PPPs in the water sector, and demonstrate some of the factors that can mitigate or exacerbate these problems.

The PPPs in Manila were designed as contractual relationships in which the government delegated the tasks of water services and delivery to the private companies. In this paper, I contend that the legal framework created between the government and the concessionaires was designed to address concerns about information asymmetries and guard against public backlash about private sector involvement in water provision, by providing monitoring and enforcement mechanisms, creating a regulatory office, and clarifying requirements through a contract. However, I further argue that this legal framework established adversarial interactions between the private corporations and regulators, with the perverse result of preventing the collaborative negotiations needed to adjust contractual responsibilities effectively and equitably as external conditions changed.

The differential outcomes of the companies illustrate the relevance of

---

1 Although there was not ubiquitous support for the PPPs even at the outset, there was enthusiasm in the government and parts of the international community for private sector participation in urban infrastructure and services.

2 It also undermined the government’s aim of strengthening its image as a respected centre of authority, failing to achieve what Shatkin identifies as one of the aims of urban planning, where he argues “urban planning in Metro Manila has at various junctures reflected the efforts of political actors at the national level to legitimize their rule…” See Gavin Shatkin, “Colonial Capital, Modernist Capital, Global Capital: The Changing Political Symbolism of Urban Space in Metro Manila, the Philippines,” Pacific Affairs 78, no. 4 (2005/2006): 579.
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starting conditions and leadership in determining the impact of unforeseen shocks (with Manila Water bearing a significantly lower debt load and exhibiting more effective management than Maynilad); nonetheless, the problems experienced by both companies indicates the need—if the private sector is to successfully participate in public goods provision—to redesign public-private partnerships to increase transparency, foster community participation in decision making, and develop true collaboration.

These arguments are based on information gathered through interviews with key informants from government, international organizations, the corporate sector, non-governmental organizations and other sectors of civil society, along with an analysis of primary and secondary literature on the Manila PPPs. To make the case that adversarial relationships hindered contract renegotiations, and to explain the differential successes of the two companies, this paper proceeds in five sections. The first outlines the public-private partnerships in Manila. The second discusses contractual dynamics and public distrust of private sector involvement in water provision. Section 3 contends that while better initial contract conditions and stronger leadership might mitigate challenges posed by external shocks, they do not resolve problematic operational and regulatory environments. The fourth section assesses the contract renegotiations in Manila, and the final section draws out their broader implications for urban planning and water provision.

Case Studies – Public-Private Partnerships in Manila

For this study, a number of semi-structured interviews and conversations were conducted from May to August, 2006 (almost ten years after the initial privatization agreements were signed) to gain insight into the events that unfolded throughout the contracts. Interviewees were from sectors including government (for example the National Water Resources Board, the Department of Natural Resources, the Metropolitan Waterworks and Sewerage System), private companies (Manila Water and Maynilad), international organizations (for example the Asian Development Bank, the United States Agency for International Development), non-governmental organizations (for example Streams of Knowledge, Focus on the Global South, the Institute for Popular Democracy), and a multi-stakeholder group (the Water Dialogues). To maintain their confidentiality, comments and quotations from interviews are incorporated into the analysis, but are not attributed.³

³ All interviews cited in this paper, unless otherwise indicated, were conducted in person by the author, in Manila. Interviewees were initially contacted by email or phone, to set up these meetings. Some interviews were tape-recorded, but for most, the author took notes by hand during discussions. For each citation, the sector of the person interviewed is indicated. The author’s advisor knew some of the participants in government and the private sector at the time of the privatization arrangements, and so initial contacts were made through this link. Further contacts were found through the snowball method, or identified through government, company and NGO websites. Given the sensitivity of some of the information, and to protect confidentiality, interviewees have not been identified.
Turning to the two PPPs, some descriptive history provides the basis for this analysis.\(^4\) Examining the contracts over time allows us to delineate where initial commitments and path-dependent processes played a role in restricting the range of options perceived by decision makers as available.\(^5\) This is particularly important for an analysis focused on the processes and early stages of the concession agreements.

In the 1990s, facing a dilemma between inadequate water services and burgeoning government utility debt in Manila, the government of the Philippines embarked on an ambitious water system reform that involved entering into service provision contracts with private companies.\(^6\) In 1997, the government water supply agency, the Metropolitan Waterworks and Sewerage System (MWSS), signed two 25-year concession agreements for water provision in Metro Manila, and parts of the Rizal and Cavite provinces. Following the advice of International Finance Corporation (IFC) consultants, the city was divided into two zones—the east and west—and each zone was awarded to a private contractor, after a competitive bidding process.\(^7\) The contracts were awarded to consortia that consisted of Filipino and international companies. The contract for the west zone went to a company called Maynilad, made up of the French Suez-Ondeo and the Filipino Benpres Holdings. The east zone contract was won by Manila Water, which was initially made up of the American Bechtel, British United Utilities and Filipino Ayala Corporation, although Bechtel has since sold its shares and is no longer involved in the company.

Maynilad had some early successes, especially in service expansion and pipe repairs, but this success was not lasting. Maynilad was unable to achieve financial stability, which compromised its capacity to invest in new infrastructure and provide reliable water services; its contract was terminated after lengthy negotiations and litigation.\(^8\) The government took control of water provision briefly in 2005, but has since “re-privatized” the system, after

---

\(^4\) As Tim Büthe argues, narratives should be taken seriously within political analyses, since recognizing the temporality of processes can provide insight into events and outcomes. See Büthe, “Taking Temporality Seriously: Modeling History and the Use of Narratives as Evidence,” *American Political Science Review* 96, no. 3 (2002): 481-493.


\(^6\) This was part of the “fundamental restructuring of [major East and Southeast Asian cities] built environment[s] in the form of mega-projects to reconstitute the urban core...” discussed by Mike Douglass, “Local City, Capital City or World City? Civil Society, the (Post-)Developmental State and the Globalization of Urban Space in Pacific Asia,” *Pacific Affairs* 78, no. 4 (2005/2006): 545.

\(^7\) The city was divided into two zones to counter the potential opportunistic behaviour associated with monopoly arrangements of a single water provider. This approach induced indirect and artificial competition between the two providers, by creating side-by-side comparisons by which the companies could be judged.
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a new bidding process in 2006 won by a consortium led by the Filipino D.M. Consunji Inc. (DMCI), involving the Metro Pacific Investments Corporation.9

Conversely, while Manila Water struggled at the outset,10 it was able to overcome its difficulties and become financially stable and robust. The company has achieved financial stability, is now listed on the Philippines Stock Exchange, and provides consistent and relatively affordable water service. It meets most of its service targets, and has implemented some projects to expand water access in poor neighbourhoods.

The situation in Manila has been extensively studied,11 particularly by civil society organizations, thus there are substantial resources upon which to draw when analyzing this experience. However, even some recent analyses have focused on single-factor explanations such as the issue of for-profit involvement12 or the absence of a strong regulatory body13; this study claims a more complex set of explanatory factors for the observed outcomes.14 It builds on existing work and furthers our understanding of the outcomes in Manila15—and PPPs more generally—by addressing the tension between credible commitment in contractual arrangements and flexibility for responding to economic and environmental shocks.16 This paper therefore

---

12 For example, Montemayor, “Possibilities for Public Water in Manila,” 2005.
15 Note, though, that this analysis focuses on the initial concessionaires and does not follow the outcomes after Maynilad’s contract termination.
16 Economic shocks include events like a currency crisis, while environmental shocks refer to occurrences like droughts and floods.
extends our understanding of these partnerships and of considerations for water reform design.17

Private sector participation (PSP) has been seen as one potential solution to improving water access in the developing world, but remains highly contentious.18 In many sectors, PSP was strongly promoted by international organizations as part of a trend to fix what was seen as general government inefficiency.19 The involvement was generally in the form of public-private partnerships (a term that refers to a variety of forms of government contracts with private companies for different levels of service and operations), often concession contracts or build-operate-transfer arrangements,20 rather than complete divestiture of water systems by the government. These leave some of the ownership and rights in the hands of the public sector, while capitalizing on the financial resources, technical expertise and greater political immunity (through their separation from electoral politics) of the private sector.

Acheson argues that many studies of publicly and privately run water systems attribute success or failure purely to organizational form.21 Given the complexity of political systems, corporate institutions and societal structures, this has been recognized as a perfunctory analytical approach,22 and some scholars have instead identified public and private involvement

17 Furthering this understanding is important, as we continue to see debates over the role of the private sector in water provision, as, for example, described by Wijanto Hadiyupuro, “Indonesia’s water supply regulatory framework: Between commercialisation and public service?” Water Alternatives 3, no. 3 (2010): 475-491.
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along a continuum. Following literature that acknowledges institutional and organizational complexity, this paper puts aside debates over the dichotomy of public versus private ownership of urban water services; as one interviewee commented, “in a way Maynilad seemed a lot like a failed socialist public enterprise, not a capitalist one,” in spite of the market mechanisms involved. This paper therefore aims instead to identify more effective strategies for management, regulation and operations to anticipate and adequately cope with political, economic and environmental shocks. Consequently, the focal areas in this analysis are the processes and contexts for water provision and negotiations in concession arrangements for urban water provision.

Contractual Relationships

In cases where actors (principals) are unable or unwilling to perform certain duties, they can delegate responsibility to others (agents). Arrangements in which the government delegates to private companies the responsibility for operating and managing water services can increase efficiency, by allocating operational responsibilities to those with expertise and incentives to reduce costs, improve performance and deliver on targets. They also, though, are vulnerable to agency problems of “adverse selection” and “moral hazard” as a result of hidden information and hidden action, respectively, with the


outcomes of omission (shirking) and commission (sabotage) if effective monitoring strategies are not developed.\textsuperscript{27}

Mechanisms for containing agency loss include the \textit{ex ante} strategies of contract design and screening processes and \textit{ex post} strategies of monitoring and reporting requirements.\textsuperscript{28} Contracts, consequently, can act as credible commitment and enforcement mechanisms, which prevent agents from taking advantage of information asymmetries. To guard against agency problems (shirking and sabotage) and prevent the companies from unduly profiting without delivering on their promises, the government of the Philippines established contractual relationships for water services in Manila. In efforts to establish a competitive and fair process for awarding monopoly contracts for each urban zone, the government focused on contracts that involved measurable service targets and a separate regulatory office.\textsuperscript{29}

In a bidding process described by some observers as rushed and incomplete, where private sector participation was “fast-tracked” using the 1995 National Water Crisis Act,\textsuperscript{30} one interviewee said that parties had assumed that any unclear expectations could be resolved once the contracts had been established.\textsuperscript{31} However, an assumption of post-hoc contract adjustments relies on collaborative processes of continued negotiation among parties that trust each other. Such open discussions are difficult when relationships are mediated through courts and strict procedures, with the government acting in fear of public backlash against price hikes.

The creation of a highly legalistic relationship, based on a contractual paradigm centred on issues of hierarchical information control and conflicts of interest, came at the expense of building true partnerships.\textsuperscript{32} The arrangement became one of contractors and contractees rather than the development of a collaborative team. The focus on maintaining credibility and assuaging public concerns about for-profit involvement in water services through the creation of a binding and inflexible contract prevented the development of a relationship founded on dialogue and negotiation, and thus created adversaries rather than partners. This adversarial relationship prevented the clarification of responsibilities and requirements once the contracts entered into effect, and also hindered the resolution of new problems that arose from the financial crisis; rather than engaging in a

\footnotesize{
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{28} Strom, Delegation and Accountability, 2000.
\item \textsuperscript{29} See Mark Dumol, \textit{The Manila Water Concession}, 2000, for a description of the contracts and bidding process.
\item \textsuperscript{30} David Hall, Violeta Corral, Emanuele Lobina and Robin de la Motte, “Water Privatisation and Restructuring in Asia-Pacific,” Public Services International Research Unit (PSIRU), 2004, 19.
\item \textsuperscript{31} Private company, interview, 8 June 2006, Manila, Philippines.
\item \textsuperscript{32} As described by Moe, The New Economics of Organization, 1984.
\end{itemize}
}
dialogue to resolve disputes, the companies ended up enmeshed in regulatory battles with the government.

**Debt Loads and Management: Buffering the Shocks**

This section forwards the claim that better initial contract conditions and stronger leadership can overcome some of the challenges posed by external shocks and antagonistic relationships, and thus three key features—contract design, internal company management and responses to exogenous financial shocks—help explain the differential outcomes of Manila Water and Maynilad. It outlines the intersection of the two micro-level organizational features (contract structure and the management of transition processes) with an exogenous economic variable (the currency crisis) to provide the basis for explaining the divergence between the two seemingly similar PPPs.33

Although located in the same city, the companies had different service zones with socio-economically distinct neighbourhoods and different levels of existing infrastructure. They also started out their contractual commitments with different debt loads and infrastructure investment obligations. While both were negatively influenced by the currency crisis and faced the same adversarial regulatory environment, Manila Water, which had a lower debt load (and consequently was less devastated by the collapse of the peso) and stronger corporate management, was able to overcome the challenges; starting from an economically more compromised position, and without strong management skills, Maynilad was unable to recover from the shocks.

**I. Contract Structure**

Although the frameworks of the contracts were similar, differences in details had a substantial impact on the outcomes in the two zones. At the outset, the east and west zones differed in the extent of existing infrastructure and the dispersion of neighbourhoods they served. The consultants on the project, including experts from the IFC, argued that the east zone would require more infrastructure investment, and therefore high capital expenditure at the start, whereas the west zone, with more existing infrastructure, would have lower initial investment requirements. Since the government utility's debt was going to be transferred to the private companies, it was decided that the debt should be split unevenly between the two, to even out the investment imbalance. The initial division of debt between the concessionaires was such that Maynilad shouldered 85 percent of the debt. This created an economic difference between the companies in terms of risks incurred and how to leverage funding and loans.

---

Multiple explanations have been put forth to explain the incentives that shaped contract formation. Low tariffs were considered necessary; this was explained by some observers as stemming from the “culture of free water in the Philippines,”34 where there is an expectation that the government should provide water,35 and the need to protect the poor, since “even those who can pay are making trade-offs,” such as sacrificing spending on health or education.36 Others countered that the government’s motive for encouraging low tariffs was to gain political favour, with one claiming that “[Filipinos] don’t have too much of a resistance to paying,”37 and another clarifying that “people are willing to pay, [but] the politicians are refusing to charge.”38

The idea of corporations profiting from water provision also met with mixed reactions, with one explaining: “in [my organization] there is a good divide on that note—for some of us, it doesn’t matter if the company makes a lot of profit as long as that profit results from its efficiency,” but then qualifying the statement and hedging, “that profit should be limited … there should be subsidies [for the poor].”39 Contract formation was influenced by this struggle between the financial demands of an indebted and overburdened system against concerns about the commodification of water. The resulting arrangement was intended to be a compromise of sorts, recognizing both the need for commercial viability of the utility and the need for affordable water for citizens.

Specific financial mechanism arrangements—namely the removal of the Currency Exchange Rate Adjustment (CERA), and its replacement by the Extraordinary Price Adjustment (EPA)—delayed the time period over which the companies could recover losses in the case of economic shocks, and was favoured by the government as a way to lower their risk in the deal. While the EPA was not ideal for the companies, as it decreased their ability to cope with economic uncertainty, it was seen as a necessary compromise for the deal to go through. The companies were aware of the risks, but were willing to accept them, given their optimism about the partnerships. In part, it was this overenthusiastic optimism that allowed the contracts to go through, despite obvious flaws.40 There was a feeling amongst the negotiators, described by Dumol,41 that anything left unclear in the making of the contracts could be dealt with later. One interviewee hinted that the companies and government assumed rate rebasements could compensate for low initial

34 Researcher, interview, 12 May 2006, Manila, Philippines.
37 NGO, interview, 16 May 2006, Manila, Philippines.
40 On this issue, Raul Fabella, in Shifting the Boundary of the State, 2006, 24, comments: “The excess of exuberance was ripe culture for such mistakes.”
bids, saying: "I can’t believe that anyone could say that that was not a calculated thing." However, the capacity to adjust the contracts in light of those gaps was not included, and thus in spite of the perceived potential need for future adjustments, the political nature of the contracts locked the parties into a track that was difficult to alter.

II. Internal Management

Project outcomes often depend highly on the presence of effective champions: individuals willing to take risks for the sake of project success. Although many analyses of public-private partnerships focus on contractual arrangements, risk allocation and investment environments, the interpersonal relationships between leaders and workers can also influence an organization’s ability to fulfill its mandate. As explained by Klijn et al., “most PPPs … are fairly complex and therefore require substantial managerial efforts in order to succeed.” The extent to which hierarchy constrains the actions of local or lower-level managers and employees in organizations has an impact on responsiveness to variable environments. That is, both the structure of organizations and the individuals within the organizations play key roles in how institutional arrangements are implemented.

Autonomy in decision making can lead to greater incentives for individual responsibility and innovation; moreover, the resulting sense of ownership and personal accountability can improve the functioning of an organization. Delegation of authority, for example, provides more opportunities for the development of context-appropriate solutions to problems than is possible with rigid hierarchy. These management dynamics became particularly important in the transition from public to private control of operations in Manila. While institutional-level factors drove the divergence in outcomes of the companies, there was a role for individual action and gaps in leadership that, handled differently, could have altered the unfolding of events of either

---

42 NGO, interview, 16 May 2006, Manila, Philippines.
44 This was echoed by one interviewee who commented that it is not only the sets of rules agreed upon, but also “whether there are champions of the project, [and] whether there is strong leadership.” International organization, interview, 17 May 2006, Manila, Philippines.
45 See, for example, the summary of studies of critical success factors for PPPs in Young Hoon Kwak, YingYi Chih and C. William Ibbs, "Towards a Comprehensive Understanding of Public Private Partnerships for Infrastructure Development," California Management Review 51, no. 2 (2009): 58.
company; these help to explain some of the failures to adapt to the changing external conditions, particularly in the case of Maynilad.

Maynilad experienced a high management turnover rate, under the guidance of four different presidents in the course of less than ten years. While changes in a company’s president do not necessarily undermine a company—noting, for instance, that Manila Water had two presidents over the same time period—in this case, it was a signal of the management troubles faced by Maynilad. For Manila Water, there was “clear continuity in leadership and management” with many people in high-level positions remaining in the company, while for Maynilad, the turnover apparently also extended to many of the company’s executives and each new president had a different agenda and approach.47 A telling statement was made about Maynilad by one interviewee, who said: “Maynilad is a headless chicken … [t]hey don’t know who is really on top of things.”48 Consequently, Maynilad encountered, according to one person interviewed, increasing internal tension between former government employees and the new private company staff over time.49 In addition, managerial weaknesses also influenced the decisions made about consultants and advisors: one interviewee claimed that Maynilad relied on poor financial advisors, which exacerbated the financial difficulties.50

The initial focus of Maynilad was on meeting compliance with technical requirements, which resulted in little attention being paid to the transition from a government to a corporate management approach. In contrast, Manila Water initially focused on internal reorganization and restructuring, developing a “culture of respect” for financial consideration, and creating a horizontal structure for the company that included autonomy for local managers and their teams.51 In interviews, it was explained that Manila Water held regular team meetings to share experiences and address problems; moreover, the decentralized management authority was described as empowering employees and increasing their interest in the company’s success.52 Manila Water had initial tension as they implemented organizational change, but the changes resulted in a more stable, resilient company.

As mentioned, the initial trajectories of the companies were very different from the final outcomes, in that Maynilad realized early successes and Manila Water struggled at the outset, but had opposite end results. This switch illustrates the value of looking at these agreements over time, as the ultimate survival of a company does not necessarily indicate that the targets were met throughout the life of the contract. The role of individuals—such as managers, and the incentive structures in which they operate—within the

---

47 Private company, interview, 8 June 2006, Manila, Philippines.
51 Private company, interview, 8 June 2006, Manila, Philippines.
52 Private company, interview, 2 June 2006, Manila, Philippines.
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corporate and governmental organizations brings to the forefront both institutional factors and individual decisions as contributors to policy outcomes, and provides insight into government-corporate interactions within the PPPs.

III. External Shocks

Organizational structures, including contract design, internal management practices and leadership consistency, have a decisive influence on the ability of a utility to withstand and adapt to external variability. In the absence of external shocks, a flawed structure might operate passably, and have acceptable outcomes (for example, provide adequate access to water for citizens); however, this is not the case in the presence of exogenous stresses. Kingdon indicates a role for such "focusing events,"53 or crisis episodes, in creating space to change political and social arrangements. Critical juncture points, where shocks test the existing systems, may lead to change by exposing problems with the status quo.

In isolation, the debt allocation, contract structure and management problems might not have crippled Maynilad. However, these factors were combined with a severe external shock. Only months after the concession contracts went into effect, the Asian financial crisis hit. The Philippine peso dropped from a ratio of PHP26:1USD in 1997 to PHP50:1USD by 2000, which essentially doubled the dollar-denominated debt load of the company.54 This compromised Maynilad's ability to secure loans, and altered its anticipated financial plan, particularly given the replacement of the CERA by the EPA.

The extent of this external shock had a significantly different impact on the two companies, in part because of the uneven allocation of debt. Although Manila Water had to operate under compromised economic conditions, the impact was much less severe. While we cannot develop a complete counterfactual for the relative effects of debt load and contract structure on each company, we can infer from the financial situation that Maynilad's troubles reflected its increased debt burden and inability to secure capital for infrastructure investment. In analyzing the companies' responses to the crisis, it appears that Manila Water had much greater flexibility in its coping strategies than did Maynilad. Different management practices would not have eliminated the impact of the currency fluctuations on debt loads, but might have changed the decision-making processes and expenditures in the early stages of the contract. Speculatively, it is possible that with charismatic leadership and internal efficiency Maynilad could have had more success in negotiating temporary emergency measures, and might then have been able

---

to survive the external shock. As the currency stabilized, a company with strong management may have been able to reorganize according to the new financial conditions, and find ways to adapt its operations.

Manila Water was successful in spite of conflict-laden responses to economic and environmental shocks (the financial crisis and drought), in part owing to management skills and its relatively low debt load (at least compared with Maynilad). While it is unlikely that better management alone on Maynilad’s side would have been sufficient to save the contract, the following section argues that its failures, and Manila Water’s rocky trajectory to viability, could have been smoothed through more collaborative interactions; these could have fostered the public trust and channels for dialogue needed to facilitate greater flexibility in contract requirements. Such partnership might have removed the need for tense arbitration and reduced the negative impacts on customers.

**Flexibility in Contract Renegotiations**

Xun and Malaluan describe the Manila case as a “natural experiment” where the conditions for the two companies are similar enough to compare internal management practices and to explain variation in outcomes largely as the product of differing corporate governance strategies.\(^{55}\) Their analysis provides valuable insight into the cases, explaining the differing outcomes and revealing some of the ways in which managerial strategies and effective leadership can overcome difficult operating environments. However, additional factors might offer insight into how regulatory battles could have been prevented. Designing partnerships for greater transparency, and adopting collaborative approaches for identifying management weaknesses in the early stages of a partnership, could be part of innovative solutions that might prevent such weaknesses from causing insurmountable problems.

The negative effects of currency fluctuations have been seen in utility privatization agreements,\(^{56}\) with particularly high risks in developing countries.\(^{57}\) There are institutional approaches that can mitigate these risks: for example, in a paper examining the relative success of Singapore in weathering the Asian financial crisis, Jin describes business sector strategies that can be used during times of economic stress, including flexible wage structures that allow for temporary wage cuts by compensating with

---

\(^{55}\) Xun and Malaluan, A Tale of Two Concessionaires, 2008.
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supplements during economically stable times. Failure as a result of the currency crisis was not inevitable, but would have required mechanisms that allowed for changes to pre-set agreements.

Patashnik discusses the trade-offs between credibility and flexibility, in which building credible policy commitments leads to the risk of inflexible arrangements in the face of changing external conditions. While binding contractual agreements can provide some certainty to parties engaging in a risky partnership, they can lead to problems when unforeseen crises arise, since they tend to limit the range of available responses. In Manila, the contracts did include some provisions for rate increases and renegotiation, but these proved inadequate to address the extreme economic shifts of the currency crisis, particularly when combined with drought and mistaken estimates for infrastructure investments.

There are a number of country-related and foreign exchange risks involved in private sector investment in water services in Asia, including regulatory, political, foreign exchange, tariff formula, force majeure, and termination and compensation risks. Given these risks, the operating environment in many urban areas is not predictable; as one interviewee queried, "how can a mayor know that there will be a financial crisis [and] whether they're getting a great management team or a disaster?" Flexibility in addressing unanticipated, potentially non-linear, non-incremental changes in the economic, physical and social conditions is therefore an imperative; flexibility, in this context, refers to the ability to adjust and revise service targets, implementation strategies, water prices and management activities.

The initial contract bidding process was designed with the aim of allaying public fears about private sector involvement, through making the process transparent, predictable and clearly defined. However, policies are dynamic and do not always lead to the intended ends, accordingly, their outcomes can diverge from their intended goals. Contracts represent both legal and social obligations, and governments cannot easily back out of them, for fear of political reprisal. The contract structure became a symbol of political credibility, particularly given skepticism about private sector involvement in


water and fears about tariff increases. Changing the terms of the initial agreement—even in a case where it could salvage a failing contract—was seen as breaking that political promise, particularly since the companies were seen as contracted parties rather than as water provision partners. Reneging on the terms of the concession agreements was perceived as challenging the government’s ability to make credible commitments; this was particularly concerning for a Filipino government that was emerging from a rocky history of democracy and attempting to overwrite a legacy of corruption and mistrust.

Pierson outlines the characteristics of processes with increasing returns, where switching paths consequently becomes more challenging as the process progresses.64 This seems to be a contributing factor to the stickiness of the contracts in the Philippines, since contracts that are difficult to establish at the outset, and that become further entrenched over time, are more challenging to change at later stages. The difficulties in changing rules and expectations established early in contract negotiations, combined with the lack of direct public involvement in the partnerships and negotiations, meant that there was little opportunity for the affected stakeholders to be involved in developing solutions to address the financial and environmental challenges. In an analysis of the concept of path dependence, Greener describes how “structural and cultural ‘conditionings’” can “create ‘emergent properties’ and ‘situational logics’” that influence the incentives for actors to maintain and protect existing arrangements or systems, and can “‘lock out’ competing political ideas.”65 In the water provision PPPs in Manila, the structural arrangements of the contracts reinforced the cultural (or ideational) value accorded to private sector participation by many of the parties involved (for example, government, companies and international organizations), and thus proponents of the contracts had a vested interest in upholding them. Even when faced with external shocks, the government and regulators were reluctant to change the terms of the contracts, based on these entrenched interests; moreover, the context of past struggles to gain public confidence intensified the government’s fear that such renegotiations would undermine the credibility of its commitments in a political environment with already-shaky trust.

64 Pierson, Increasing Returns, 2000, 253. This analysis of the Philippines draws on an understanding of the term derived from Scott E. Page, “Path Dependence,” Quarterly Journal of Political Science 1 (2006): 88, in which self-reinforcement (where “making a choice or taking an action puts in place a set of forces or complementary institutions that encourage that choice to be sustained”) is one of the possible causes of path dependence, and can be used to help understand the trajectories of government policy making.

65 Ian Greener, “The Potential of Path Dependence in Political Studies,” Politics 25, no. 1 (2005): 65, 68. Greener’s article aims to clarify and develop a more “coherent framework” (62) for the concept of path dependence.
While flexibility may have been needed to address the unforeseen pressures imposed by the currency crisis, increasing the opportunities to renegotiate outside of arbitration chambers and courtrooms can equally lead to problems. In interviews, both those conducted for this study and those reported by Kumar, observers and parties on both sides reported that the other parties had acted opportunistically in negotiations, and civil society observers expressed doubts about the neutrality and independence of regulatory authorities. One comment on the “need to eliminate familiarity between regulators and concessionaires,” made by a government representative, illustrates this doubt, particularly as the person went on to link this to the “Filipino culture of ‘pakikisama,’” described as a characteristic of cooperation and camaraderie that makes it difficult to say no to someone you have befriended. Others raised concerns about regulators’ capabilities, with one commenting, “even if [the regulatory board was] independent, the individuals are a problem” and added, given the board’s inexperience, it “needed institutional hand-holding.”

While these individuals’ comments are not a decisive account of the impartiality or skill of the regulatory office, they highlight the public skepticism of flexibility in contracts that are not perceived to be transparent. Moreover, although there were attempts in the contracts to develop indicators of success, particularly through comparisons of the two monopolies, one interviewee stressed that these have not been effective in Manila. With the “extreme” divergence between the companies, benchmarking has little meaning, since “Manila Water looks great compared to a disaster.” Increasing the ability of companies and the government to conduct rate rebasements, service target alterations and other contract adjustments will not be an effective tool for increasing PPP success unless it is accompanied by greater public engagement and improved evaluation strategies.

The dilemma of renegotiation was apparent in the actions of the regulators, who, according to several of the interviewees, agreed to compromises with the companies that they subsequently backed out of. The struggle between preventing tariff increases and allowing the companies to recover costs led to fluctuations in the decisions made by the regulatory office. The companies were therefore stuck with mechanisms to recover losses that were incommensurate with the timing of cost recovery that they needed. The political lock-in of the contracts was reinforced by the political and social contexts in which they were operating, and complicated by the troubled
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relationships between Maynilad and the regulators. The antagonism in these relationships was evident as regulators and government officials acted with the central goal of protecting their organizations, aiming to maintain power and legitimacy, and constrained by contractual and institutional structures. Consequently, they did not act as collaborative partners seeking out mutual gains and minimizing shared losses.

The value of community leadership and direct engagement in problem solving in the water sector has been addressed in the literature. Younger, for example, discusses concerns about the capture of community representative bodies by urban elites in Bolivia, but stresses that there are trends of improved direct engagement and popular participation in governance in the country. He emphasizes the need for involvement beyond simply providing information to the public, and points to lessons that can be learned from communitarian structures of social relations in the global South. In Manila, one interviewee underscored that “community buy-in is critical... [when you] give community what they want in terms of service, they’re excellent allies.”

This solution comes with a caveat: involvement in decision making might not always lead to more inclusive and equitable outcomes. In a network analysis comparison of water sectors in Ethiopia and Egypt, Luzi, Hamouda, Sigrist and Tauchnitz found that NGO involvement and decentralization increased the potential for “pluralistic policy making,” but “does not seem to translate into significantly more integrated water policy processes and more effective water policies.” Concerns about NGO representation were echoed in the Philippines, with one person commenting on the lack of representation in the privatization process, noting: “NGOs also don’t work in this role because they are interest groups, not necessarily customers ... [they] often have other interests beyond just water that would skew the process.”

Another proposed solution—to extend decision-making power more directly to consumers—was also met with concern, with one explaining: “there is political risk involved if you give veto power to consumers, [since] it adds to the uncertainty faced by the private company and its creditors.”

72 See, for example, David Hall and Emanuele Lobina, “Profitability and the Poor: Corporate Strategies, Innovation and Sustainability,” Geoforum 38 (2007): 772-785, although note that they remain skeptical of the value of multinational corporate involvement in the sector.
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Nonetheless (even with these potential challenges), overcoming public suspicion of water sector operators, increasing the opportunities for dialogue, increasing procedural transparency, and consequently increasing possibilities for contract adjustment, are promising options for improving water provision arrangements, particularly in the context of concession agreements.

The policy window for PPPs seems to have opened, with a global shift to private sector involvement in public utilities. The combination of international pressure for (and optimism about) private participation in water, in addition to the realized success in the Filipino energy sector with privatization,78 set up political expectations about the range of options available for improving water services. This included creating partnerships between governments and the private sector, with only arms-length public participation. The involvement of the private sector did not doom the contracts to failure, but the specific arrangements created a situation where transparency was low, and thus commitment to the letter of the agreements trumped commitment to the spirit of the partnerships.

With an adversarial dynamic established at the outset, renegotiation was difficult, if not impossible, given the government’s fears of appearing to capitulate to corporate pressure. More collaborative approaches, with broad stakeholder participation, might have allowed the flexibility needed to respond to the economic and geographic challenges of water provision in the city.

Conclusions

According to one analyst, “[t]he years 2000 to 2003 saw the retreat of TNC investment in water due to national economic crises, social protest, and the difficulties of extracting profit delivering water to indigent consumers.”79 While it is unusual for two distinct cases with divergent outcomes to occur within the same city, as occurred in Manila, the comment underscores that patterns of enthusiasm for public-private partnerships followed by rocky implementation, tense renegotiations and contract termination (in the case of Maynilad) have been repeated in many locations around the world.

In particular, repeating trends include: investment and operational struggles following currency crises (for example, Argentina80 and Jakarta81); lack of public consultation and civil society resistance to private sector

involvement (for example, Argentina and India); pricing and ownership debates (for example, Bolivia); and contract renegotiations and private sector withdrawals (for example, Argentina, China, Chile and Peru). Consequently, the experiences in Manila illustrate some of the dimensions of contract and partnership development that have been observed elsewhere.

While this analysis has focused on water provision, the experiences in Manila provide more general insight into the development of public-private partnerships for public goods and urban infrastructure, particularly the ways in which the initial context, contractual arrangements and organizational dynamics affect partnership outcomes. Most centrally, these cases reveal how political pressures can influence the structure of governing arrangements and relationships among stakeholders, and how these directly affect the ways in which organizations can respond to crisis. Legal constraints and tense interactions in Manila prevented effective engagement among state and non-state actors in responding to external shocks.

In light of existing infrastructure conditions that only became known once Maynilad and Manila Water had taken over operations, and in the aftermath of the currency collapse in the Philippines, flexibility and greater opportunities for contract alterations might have been beneficial for the companies and for their ability to provide water services. However, in the absence of a transparent, inclusive partnership, there were fears that increasing the flexibility in the contract would only increase the opportunities for (and public concerns about) corruption, graft and private gain.

While goodwill and friendly discussions might not have been enough to overcome an economic crisis and ideological divides, the lack of willingness to negotiate in good faith in conjunction with a bargaining process focused on profit maximization and blame-avoidance failed to produce outcomes
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that benefitted the public. This reveals the imperative of reconciling flexibility (to address new and unforeseen challenges) with transparency and accountability. Had multiple stakeholders and community members been integrated more fully into the water provision arrangements, the renegotiation of concession contracts may not have been seen as the government capitulating to private pressures in back-room deals. Moreover, with greater community engagement from across socio-economic groups, issues beyond prices and company survival—including, notably, pro-poor policies and water provision—might have been addressed.

Some analysts have suggested that the struggles with PPPs in Manila could have been mitigated by clearer initial contracts or greater independence of the regulatory authorities. In opposition, this analysis suggests that dynamic and uncertain futures for urban infrastructure and service provision are best addressed not through more rigid and explicit contracts and monitoring, but through the development of more collaborative, inclusive and robust partnerships that allow for negotiable contracts. In the Philippines, acting as adversaries rather than partners in contract renegotiations created a focus on zero-sum gains rather than on the mutual compromises required by both public and private players in the wake of the currency crisis. Focusing on fostering the conditions for mutual gains and open dialogue, rather than blame allocation and adversarial negotiations, might lead to more equitable, cost-effective and consequently successful private-sector participation in public goods provision.

Although the enthusiasm for large private sector contracts for water provision in developing countries has been dampened, interest is still high in water sector reform and thus these lessons may be of value in evaluating strategies for improving water and sanitation services. Reflecting on these experiences can therefore help urban water provision move beyond the politicized debates over public and private sectors, and towards strategies to foster collaboration among all stakeholders.
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